
MANGA - Tanvee 

Did you roll your eyes when you read this title? Did you think " Whatever……!" 

Or did you just assume an amused smile of condescension? Let's hope that an iota of interest won the 
battle.  

You:    Ok, ok…..what is it? What is Manga? And why should I care?  

Me:    (Smiling down at you loftily) My dear, Manga is the art of storytelling.   
  

You:    (Still bored and totally unimpressed) So what? It's just a cartoon...  

Me:    (A little exasperated) It's not just a cartoon! Those 'cartoons' are forms that have grown out of 
hundreds of years of evolution!  

You:    Ok, so maybe I'm a little bit more interested...   

Me:    HA! See? The thing is that Manga is a form of sequential art rooted in Southeast Asian culture -
 Japan, Korea, Taiwan, China.  

You:    So your pitching to me that manga is a cultural thing?   

Me:    Yes, very much. Japanese culture, is what anthropologists call a high context culture 
(you know, how the Japanese make 'shrewd businessmen'?) Their language allows for word puzzles 
like puns as they have a lot of similar sounding words and onomatopoeias. Theses devices are an 
integral part of their sequential art.  

You:    Keep going...  

Me:    Ok, this is cool - Manga is often used as satire on society.  

You:    Those cute and adorable pictures are satire?  

Me:    All manga IS NOT cute and adorable. In fact in the 11th century, Bishop Toba created 'The 
Animal Scrolls'. He depicted the decadent social set up of the time by representing people as different 
animals; the clergy was shown as frogs. Today the scrolls are a treasured piece of history in Japan.  

You:    I see what you mean about the 'high context' issue. Intersting. So they used Manga to make a 
social comment.    

Me:    Yeah! In fact Bishop Toba inspired a style of expression called 'tobae' pictures in the early 18th 
century. The sale of these books marked the commercialization of Manga. Around the same time, a 
genre of book called Akahon, or Red book, depicting folk and fairy tales, was published. Although it 
later became more adult oriented, it had more pictures than text, a concept that has endured with 
Manga comics even today.  

You:    So if Manga is so deeply rooted in oriental culture, how come so many of the characters have 
large eyes and vivd hair?  

Me:    (Smirking) Hmmm …The large eyes shown on women and children depict innocence in some 
manga. They are a direct result of western influence felt during and after the occupation of Japan 



during The Second World War. Cartoons like Betty Boop, Mickey Mouse and Felix the cat invaded 
the local imagination . The vivid hair was a switch made for the western markets so that westerners 
could tell the characters apart.    

You:    So is Manga still poplular? Where does it stand in the daily life of the Japanese?  

Me:    Today Manga is HUGE in Japan. It is read more avidly than newspapers. The Japanese youth 
grow up on manga and have an insatiable appetite for it. In fact with Japan , Manga went to war too. 
Manga was used to explain the happenings of the war; some of the artwork was even created by the 
soldiers themselves. Erotic manga was also published at the time to distract the western troops 
(sneaky).  

You:    Ha ha! Really? Even if that wasn't effective, 10 points for ingenuity!             

So its like TV for them? Or video games?  

Me:    Not just them but many enthusiasts around the world, especially in the United States. Get this, 
they have manga cafes! Coffee, Internet and Manga! Unfortunately, not all Manga's effects have been 
pleasant. Have you heard of the terrorist group Aum Shinri Kyo(1995 Sarin gas attack on Tokyo 
subway)? They used Manga to make their manifestos more appealing and to recruit volunteers.  

You:    (Eyes shining with awe and curiosity) Oh my God, Manga seems to influence all parts of 
Japanese life... This is fascinating!  

Me:    Trust me, you have no idea. To really know what Manga is about, you have to have to read it. 
So stop staring so incredulously. Go read some!   
  

 


